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WALLS
A frame structure filled with a 
passive-acoustic fibrous cotton 
structure and upholstered with 
fabric (various colours available for 
the same fabric) 

ROOF
A case construction lined with 
thick foam and upholstered with 
fabric. It is possible to upholster the 
individual components with various 
colours of the same fabric. 

BACKREST AND SEAT
Upholstered with fabric.  
A bottom-open case construction 
lined with foam.

EMBROIDERY
A decorative embroidery thread in 
a contrast colour (in case of two 
different fabric colours, the colour 
of the thread is consistent with the 
colour of the other fabric). In case 
of a single colour QD Phonebox, 
the colour of the embroidery is 

BASE
Two versions are available:
1. Skid-shaped bar construction. Felt 
skids are optional (QD PB).
2. Large rotatable wheels with brakes 
(QD PBR)  
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Upholstery options
Upholstery – available in various colours of the same 
fabric: 

Version 1:

Dw- roof, front 
SZd - external wall, bottom
SZg - external wall, top

Ds - roof, bottom
S - seat + backrest
SWg - internal wall, top
SWd - internal wall, bottom

Version 2: 

Dw- roof, front
Ds - roof, bottom
SZg - external wall, bottom
SWg - internal wall, top
S- seat + backrest

SZd - external wall, top
SWd - external wall, bottom

Version 3: one-colour fabric

First colour  
of the fabric

First colour  
of the fabric

Second colour 
of the fabric

Second colour 
of the fabric
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ALL DETAILS ABOUT THIS PRODUCT ARE AVAILABLE AT WWW.BEJOT.

A) seat height: overall dimensions 
B) seat height: measurement according to the standard PN EN 1335-1
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5 years’ warranty

CASTORS

Thermoplastic 
polyurethane tread 
castors with a thread 
guard. Two wheels 
with a blockade and 
a “stop-fix” rotatable 
head.    

standard equipment

optional equipment

SKID

Skid-shaped bar 
construction (powder-
painted according to the 
Bejot colour sampler or 
chromed).   

Powder-painted 
skid

chromed skid
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